
 
Weekly Recap 

January 15-19, 2018 

Prepared by The Verdi EcoSchool education team 

Art Intensive Month 

This month-long intensive course has been designed collaboratively with our 

EcoCollective Community Partner, The Foosaner Art Museum (FIT). Students are 

immersed in the many processes and practices of the studio art making experience 

including designing, drawing, painting, printing, and building.  

See Course Descriptions here >> 

Monday 1/15 

School closed for Martin Luther King Day 

Tuesday 1/16 

Morning Centers 

Sketchbook Prompt: Draw yourself as a superhero. What powers would you have? 

Yoga/Mindfulness & Morning Meeting 

Morning Coursework Part 1 

STUDIO ART 
Students continue to work towards finishing their animal books within groups.  
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Morning Coursework Part 2 
STUDIO ART 
Some of the students finished their written story, some finished their drawings, some 
worked with watercolors and some compiled their final books! 

Lunch & Learn 

Physical Education 

The students were led in Capoeira with Mr. Pike and Ms. Jessica. 

Afternoon Workshop 

ART TOUR & RESPONSE 
The students visited the LEGO mural in EGAD, discussed its artistic characteristics and 
recreated it on their own.  

Wednesday 1/17 
Morning Centers 

Sketchbook prompt: Draw yourself in 10, 25 or 50 years. 

Yoga/Mindfulness & Morning Meeting 

Morning Coursework Part 1 

STUDIO ART 
The students continued to add the final touches on their animal books.   

Morning Coursework Part 2 

STUDIO ART 
The students continued to add the final touches on their animal books.  

Lunch & Learn 

Physical Education 

SALSA DEMO 
The students had a blast participating in a Salsa dancing class with Mr. Chris. 

Afternoon Workshop 

LIBRARY 
The students utilized their library time to pick books on interest level, read 
individually/independently and to each other. 

Thursday 1/18 

 



Morning Centers 

Carbon/ nitrogen jenga blocks, garden maintenance. 

Yoga/Mindfulness & Morning Meeting 

Agricultural Science  

 

TRIBE KEEPERS - MS. CAMILA 
Carson, Zahra, Mairin, Hendrik, Tyberius 
Today we made a map of our local EGAD community! We localized our primary              
locations; our school house, our farm, the businesses that will contribute to our compost,              
the library, and Pineapple Park. We checked on our worms and assessed what their needs               
were- a warm blanket!! We brought them indoors so they can be warmer until our next                
class. At the farm, we finished setting up our big worm bin and welcomed its new                
inhabitants. We checked on our peers' projects to see how they are contributing to              
building our community's soil. 
 
 
THE GREEN MANURES - MS. MIKAEL 
Elliott, Hammoudi, Hubert, Jayna, Andrei 
Today we created The Green Manures theme song using the star wars theme music! At               
the farm we dug up the roots of sunn hemp, a plant that we are studying which forms a                   
symbiotic relationship with nitrogen-fixing bacteria. We got to see the bacteria colonies            
on the roots! Then we pressed them in our plant presses to use them as specimens for our                  
project. 
 
THE MULCHING MINIONS - MS. MONTANA  
Genevieve, Nate, Neven, Sarah 
We performed a cellular respiration lab at Highland House today. Genevieve and Neven             
mixed yeast, sugar, and warm water in three bottles and covered them with a balloon.               
They then recorded how much the rate of the chemical reaction of respiration was              
influenced by temperature by placing one bottle outside, one on the window sill, and one               
in the warm kitchen. At the garden, we finished setting up our 4 stage composting system                
and discussed how temperature likely affects the rate of decomposition and cellular            
respiration within the system. 
 
MR. JOSH 
Today we spoke on soil textures and soil composition. At the farm we finished up cleaning                
out stage 3 of the 4 stage compost system and applied the compost to the hugelkulture                
mounds.  

Lunch & Learn 

 



Physical Education 

The students participated in Capoeira with Mr. Pike and Ms. Jessica. 

Afternoon Workshop 

VICTORIA LANDING BOOK BUDDIES 
The students enjoyed being read to, or reading to the residents at Victoria Landing. The 
kids love their time with their reading partners, many of whom were former teachers! 

Friday 1/19 

Morning Centers 

Bead work, legos, meeting our new school pets: Pua, Pascal, Grace & Faith. 

Yoga/Mindfulness & Morning Meeting 

Morning Coursework Part 1 

PORTFOLIO 
The students worked hard to complete this week’s animal book goals, and continued to 
work through their ingredient profile pages for our cookbook. 

Morning Coursework Part 2 

PORTFOLIO 
The students worked hard to complete this week’s animal book goals, and continued to 
work through their ingredient profile pages for our cookbook. 

Lunch & Learn 

Physical Education 

Free exploration. 

Afternoon Workshop 

STEAM FRIDAY 
The first STEAM workshop on 1/19 was spent exploring the difference between chemical 
and physical reactions. We made geysers of Diet Coke by dropping Mentos into soda and 
creating a physical reaction known as nucleation. An experiment was conducted by using 
Diet Coke that was kept at three different temperatures (room temperature, cold, and 
warm) and observing how this affected the height of each geyser. Data was collected and 
basic mathematical calculations were performed. In the second workshop, we used the 
physical principle of thrust to propel balloon rockets. Students worked in teams as they 
designed and built the most aerodynamic balloon rockets they could visualize and raced 
them against each other.  

 


